
FOLDABLE BOX

Capacity (kg)

Volume (L) 58.73

30 

Folding Ratio

Truck Load

Standard Color 

Temperature -20 / +60 C

Client LOGO Customized

2700 PCs

Inner Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 565 X 364 X 286

Extrernal Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 600 X 400 X 320
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FB-01CODE

TECHNICAL DATA

FB-01

Strong collapsible plastic storage container ' Foldable Box ' for efficient logistics solution. 
Volume reduction of approximately 80% that saves a huge amount of space when in empty 
state. Fold or unfold within seconds by simple smart locking mechanism. Perfect for a variety 
of applications, including general logistics, warehousing, delivery services, retail, market stalls 
and much more.
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- The values indicated are approximate and are based on practical experience and ISO 8611-1, evenly distributed load over pallet surface, at ambient temperature
   (23  C) for a specific time. Different load conditions produce different values that have to be checked at the customer's request.  Any deterioration or breakage in
   the pallet may vary these results.
- Due to the characteristics of plastic materials and manufacturing process, the dimensions and the weight of the pallets may present certain tolerances.  
- The specification can be affected in case of alteration of the product with parts and / or materials different from those approved by the RePall quality department.
- RePall reserves the right to modify any information herein indicated without prior notice.
- Any warranty, specification or liability on the part of RePall will be terminated in case of modification of the product with spare parts not supplied by RePall.

Euro dimensions for effective palletization

Anti Static Agent

RFID

OPTIONS ON REQUEST
Customized Color

Client LOGO Engraved

Fire Retardant

KEY FEATURES
Stackable folded or unfolded

Strong & Lightweight
Saves valuable storage space when not in use

ISO 9001:2015ISO 45001:2018 ISO 14001:2015


